
Community Involvement Committee
January 16, 2024 6:00-8:00 pm

Remote: Zoom

MEETING MINUTES - DRAFT

In Attendance: Brian Outlaw (co-chair, facilitator), Jenny Shadley (co-chair, facilitator), Brian
Romer, Patrick Nolen, Jen Mair, Diego Martinez, Richard Barker, Lung Wah Lazum, Angel
Brophy,Ta’ Neshia Renae

Excused: Pau Thang, Kimberléa Ruffu, Sasha Burchuk

Absent: Kristina Edmunson

Guests: Commissioner Lori Stegmann (District 4), Layan Ammouri (D4 Policy Director)

Staff: KellyAnn Cameron (she/they), JR Lilly (he/him)

Agenda Item

Introductions & Review Agenda
Jenny led introductions: Share your name, pronouns and any other information you want to
share, Ice breaker question: one thing you make sure you have before any big weather.

KA to start recording, as there were no members of the public she did not share OCI Public
Comment form in the chat. Group established that Jenny and Brian O are co-hosts in case
KA loses wifi due to weather.
Quorum 8+ members- we have 9 members present and are expecting others who have
shared they will be a little late.

Jenny reviewed and approve AGENDA
Goal for this meeting: CIC Business: approve materials for Membership, Hear from other
Subcommittees: Budget, Public Safety, and Bylaws.
Guests: This year we have two recurring goals for main meetings: connect with
Commissioners and connect with other advisory bodies at Multnomah COunty. Today
Guests: Commissioner Stegman is here and, while we had Erika from the Multnomah Youth
Commission on the agenda, they are unable to make it due to the weather.

https://multco-web7-psh-files-usw2.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/OCI%20Public%20Comment%20Sign%20In%20Sheet%20Filable.pdf
https://multco-web7-psh-files-usw2.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/OCI%20Public%20Comment%20Sign%20In%20Sheet%20Filable.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nEA_2v8RiyGeQCxWsZsSlyVgwohA4wsvyq6xD-ve_PU/edit?usp=drive_link


○ Reminder: please review all past minutes and comment questions or concerns
in the shared drive

Subcommittee Reports (Subcommittee Folders Here)
Jenny introduced this as the time for subcommittees to share back, as well as an opportunity to
provide feedback and have subcommittees ask the broader CIC about any questions or issues that
are coming up for them.

5 min Budget 101 Subcommittee: (Brian R., Jen M.)
Jen Mair shared that this subcommittee focuses on the budget and how the county does community
engagement. She is co-chairing with Brian R., and they’re all in learning mode. They’ve had a
series of speakers and they have been downloading various aspects of how different agencies and
levels of the county do budgeting. We’re focusing on engaging more community members in the
process and coming up with draft findings and recommendations. We’re learning some of the
existing good work as well as ways to improve.
Brian R. - We’ve met with 3 or 4 people: the City of Portland Bureau of Planning and Sustainability
around how they engage the community via a Budget Advisory Committee. The City essentially
tells this committee what the budget is and how they plan to spend it, it’s more about
communicating than real engagement. We heard from Participatory Budgeting Oregon - they mostly
push for PBO at the city level but they had worked with the County in the past, so we learned about
their experience and their hopes to get PB on the ballot. Jen - we heard at the COunty from the
Multnomah Idea Lab, that PB is too big of a bite to chew off at the County level and community
input on priorities is probably more helpful - we’re also interested in recommending a pilot project of
participatory process as it’s a longer term goal. The County’s Office of Diversity and Equity showed
us more about what they do in the budgeting process, and we’re wanting to think together with them
around how they communicate with the Community about what the County is doing in ODE, think of
ways to make things public on the website and otherwise.
Brian R. In general we’re still learning what is going on now and how to boost engagement, as the
Chair asked for.

Jenny S. invited folks to reflect on how they relate to this topic and if there’s anything you’re doing
and know of around Budget at the COunty level, and if you have ideas for guests for the
subcommittee. You can always email the co-chairs or KA if something comes up for you later.

Jenny S. - I appreciate the complexity of this issue, In places I have worked we’ve tried to make
more involvement and there’s often confusion around how the budget works etc., so the priority stuff
makes more sense to me.

- Jen M. yeah right now the primary way to provide feedback is the CBACs, which have
varying levels of knowledge and ability to provide feedback as well. The CBACs are good
mechanisms but it depends on how it is being deployed. We’re hoping to identify how the
COunty hcan integrate some practices that aren’t super intensive but are regular, so folks
can engage/have enough community education to engage. THe PB process could take years
to establish, and is a long process, so they are different animals time wise and politically.

5 min Public Safety Subcommittee: (Angel) - postponed because Angel is having connectivity

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UaTmeQRO0DSHHo--86otUkDmGwGN9-Qx?usp=drive_link


issues - will return to this later in the meeting.

Guest Speaker: Commissioner Lori Stegmann
Brian: Welcome one of our commissioners, Commissioner Lori Stegmann of District 4 to share with
us about their engagement priorities.

Comm Stegmann: I am Lori Stegmann and I am commissioner for District 4, which is much of east
County - part of Portland, all of Gresham and surrounding cities out to Multnomah Falls. Layan
Ammouri (she/her) is Commissioner Stegmann's Policy director and joined us today.

Stegmann: I’d like to hear from you about what you’re looking for, and what would be most helpful
for you all. I was thinking of community engagement around the elections, ranked choice voting, etc
which will require a lot of engagement to educate folks. Participatory budgeting, CBACs, and the
Budget Process - all interesting. I met with some of you back in the summer around what our office
does, and am happy to jump into that as well!

Brian R. I’d be curious in general what engagement do you do, what do you wish you could do, etc
and how we could help!
Jenny: How do you see this body as helpful and making sure our processes are helpful to your
work.

Commissioner Stegmann: I used to have something in East County where we met monthly, we
engaged before the pandemic - though during the pandemic it has been harder to have these
meetings with service providers, schools, local governments, and the public. We host lots of forums,
constituent coffees, and meetings with different groups. We do more policy driven engagement - for
example Layan has been working on a Common Application, where if someone wanted to receive a
County, state or federal resource or benefit they wouldn’t have to use 10 different websites - they
could go to one place and fill out a basic questionnaire that would tell them what they qualify for. We
have 8 culturally specific providers who are working on this with us. Traditionally when I think of
citizen involvement I think of a normal everyday person who is maybe not tuned in to the minutiae
of the County govt, vs people who serve on boards or are part of CBOs/nonprofits. It’s easier for
governments to reach out to CBOs/nonprofits.

- Jen M.: Yes and no, absolutely community leaders are in a different category than average
people, but they are also trusted leaders that the government can reach through to other
folks. I think it's critical that leaders are engaged and that they help engage a broader
community- if nothing more to confirm or support what CBOs are saying, or challenge what
CBOs are saying.

- Stegmann: we use the CBOs as a bridge - historically people of color don’t trust the
government or want to talk to the govt, but will talk to an organization that have a relationship
with. I think about other ways we engage with citizens - are you familiar with community
health workers? (mixed nods and head shakes). One example is, in wood village, Theresa is
a community health worker and she knows everyone via Wood Village baptist church and the
RV park across from the baptist church. Theresa speaks Spanish and already knew lots of



people, so she became a community health worker and we’re engaging her to be a bridge to
her community and get their insights. The County can’t pretend to know every culture or
neighborhood, but the CHWs can help me glue between the government and their
communities. I’m trying to think of creative ways to engage folks that may not be super
straightforward. We know churches and houses of worship are foundational to communities,
so rather than telling folks they have to come to us we try to go out and meet people where
they already are, and let them decide how much engagement they want. I’m curious what
ways you want people to be involvement in the County, what groups you’re in and what ways
the COunty can open more doors for folks to engage. I also do a newsletter, anyone can
email me any time and we do respond to those. I try to be accessible to folks.

Stegmann: The CBACs are how we do advisory in the budget - many of us believe the CBACs
need to be engaged earlier. The budget is huge, the books they publish on them are like a foot thick
- I’m going into my 8th year of budget processes and I still feel like I know about 50% of what there
is to know because there is just so much to learn. We have so many programs and offices that do
so many different things - it’s crazy the breadth and depth of things we have to know and
understand. If CBAC members could be on them for longer, since it takes a long time to understand
the process. It’s basically ‘managing by exception’ - there are some things that are steady and
regular or required, then there are more innovative things that are more interesting. For example
there’s Moving Multnomah Now which is working on moving homeless camps, right now a 1,000
acres camp in Troutdale where folks are camping and have been there for years - trying to do
outreach and get them housed with Cultivate Initiatives who has ~30 housing vouchers for these
folks. But to do this we needed to look at the cost, how to work it into the budget. I’m sure folks
have spoken to you all about the budget process- in March or May the Chair will be presenting her
budget, but right now each department is working on their budget. They’ve been given a constraint
of 3%, which is high for us and will be a big challenge. So dept directors need to decide where to
cut to meet the 3% constraint. The Chair can then go line by line and say if she likes or doesn’t like
the cuts (or non-cuts) - post her edits she will release that budget to the Board of County
Commissioners. Because of budget law we can’t even talk about the budget until the chair releases
her budget. From early May to the end of June we have massive budget meetings - you can watch
virtually or go in person- every department does a briefing of what they do and their budget
highlights and cuts. We also have budget hearings along the way where community members can
give testimony. After all the briefings and hearings, we try to come together as a Board and get
consensus on what we can live with. Usually we have a unanimous budget.

- Brian O. Thank you for that! You mentioned at some point the community gives feedback on
the budget, how well attended have those been, is that useful for the board and do you think
people feel heard?

- Stegmann: Usually we have 50-60 people in attendance. Layan can put the public hearing
dates in the chat or we can send them later. We have one in person in East MultCo, another
is virtual, and one we have closer in. People have 3min to give testimony and can also
submit written testimony - they’re important for people to be able to come and share what
they want or don’t want. Testimony here has changed my mind and perspectives, so I think it
is a useful and powerful tool for feedback on the budget.

- Jen: 50-60 is a good number but is limited by who can attend and who that is accessible to. I
wonder if there’s other ways to get a broader group of people able to provide input on their



priorities and that is combined with the testimony to get an idea of what priorities are. I know
it’s hard to organize and get folks to those meetings - I know from my work that people will
come and take over those meetings and waylay the process while many people don't have a
say, so I wonder if there’s other layers we can integrate that are meaningful and not crazy
making.

- Stegmann: I do think the COunty could do a better job of making the hearings accessible - if
you all have never testified it’s kind of intimidating and a barrier in and of itself. By educating
people and reducing barriers that they may have, and I don;t even know what they all are,
but making it easier to testify and have other options. You’re very right, we are a democracy
and people can/do stack testimonies - that happens all the time and is fine. I don’t think this
group needs to worry too much about the motives of people who do attend, and more around
how we create more pathways for people to give testimony or communicate with the Board.
Having more formats for people to share their thoughts is a great suggestion.

Patrick: 3% is a lot, how often do you have constraints?
- Stegmann: usually there is a constraint, but it is usually lower than 3%. The price of

everything is going up and we cut things every year. We have some structural deficiencies as
well we need to cut down.

- Jenny: what % is salaries
- Stegmann: probably around 40% - a lot is staffing. There are some things we do internally

but for the most part we contract out to do services. There’s a lot of arguments between
doing things in-house vs contracting them out, but I won’t get into that here.

Jenny: How do you explain to people “I wish you would do ___” and it’s not your agency, it’s the
City, metro, the public schools etc. Most people don’t understand how they’re governed by so many
organizations which overlap!

- Stegmann: That could be a great project for you all! I try to combat that by doing my
constituent coffees with representatives from other agencies so between us we can probably
answer any questions! I think helping folks have that broader picture would be really helpful,
to reduce confusion and frustration when people engage with the COunty and I think we
could do a better job of. Nobody knows what Metro does - they’ve done a lot to get the word
out about what they do but it also can change and it;s a lot of information for people to track.
It also comes back to questions around how to incentive and support involvement - like
stipends or otherwise showing people we care about their engagement while also removing
barriers.

Jen M. : Do you have any wisdom on engagement from your 8 years at the COunty?
- Stegmann: Layan and I have been visiting a lot of the service providers in behavioral health

and they are having a workforce crisis - people don’t want the difficult jobs that require
student debt to be paid maybe 50k. They’re struggling to get people to work for them even
though we have the highest rates of behavioral health issues and drug/alcohol use but the
lowest level of services. SHe asked some employees at Cascadia Behavioral Health why
they’re still there, it was because they interned there. AT the end of the day if you have
someone who is excited about contributing to society they’ll work there, because they’re
committed to a greater cause. I think that is the secret- engaging with people at an earlier
age and providing more accessibility. People don’t understand that Multnomah County is the



largest safety net provider in the state, it’s hard to name how many lives we save each day
when there are thousands of people who are being underserved. It makes this pretty
thankless and negative work. We have a road crew who snow plows in Corbett and work
10,12 hour shifts but we don’t highlight that sense of serving the greater good in our
community - I think it starts with the youth. I just was reading something from Mobile Loaves
and Fishes who say the cause of homelessness is loss of family and community, and I agree
with that. My advice is to bring back that sense of family and community so people are not
isolated. (Brian O asked for the site and Layan dropped in the chat: https://mlf.org/

Brian O. Thank you so much for coming and sharing with us about budgeting and how you
approach community engagement - meeting people where they are and trying to open more doors
for them.

Advisory Group Collab Guests: Multnomah Youth Commission - NOT AVAILABLE
DUE TO WEATHER

Public Safety Subcommittee

Angel’s volume is still not on, but she is on video and thumb upped Jenny giving an update.

Jenny: Our subcommittee is working on gun violence - we have had 3 meetings, in
November we met with Karl and Carl from Community Justice - on ein the youth and one in
the adult department. They had a lot of culturally competent programs for youth and adults
in their system. In December we had Shawn Overstreet from the DA’s office to share about
their work, and how they collaborate with other departments and programs. He felt there
was an opportunity to do more outreach, especially in schools. The DA was interesting
because it was very about the legal things - it was interesting about the different
jurisdictions. THis month the Sheriff came and shared about their work and jurisdictions.
SOme themes coming up for us are that there are red flag laws that are probably
underutilized because people don’t know about them. My questions for the group is where
do you think we could go with this, and where the county should do around gun violence?
I wish Kristina could share and Angel could speak because there’s a lot going on!
We’re planning to meet with Behavioral Health next, as well as go to the FITCOG (Focused
Intervention Team Community Oversight Group) meeting in a couple days, to see how they
do involvement. Jen asked if it’s a citizen group- Jenny, yes but it is pretty specific.

Goals of the Subcommittee: communicating with the public and within the COunty around
laws. Clarifying what to do when people hear gunshots and what they can do even with the
casings.

Patrick offered that he knows a couple groups organizing around this. He recommended

https://mlf.org/


speaking to people who aren’t connected to the government and are organizing around this.
He put Cure-PDX.org in the chat. Jenny referenced Don’t Shoot PDX and the OHSU study.
Patrick is also part of a working group and he will ask if they’re interested in talking with the
CIC Subcommittee. He also recommended the PCCEP with the city of Portland.

Jenny shared that Angel is an awesome Subcommittee Chair!

Bylaw & Membership Updates and Next Steps (Subcommittee Notes & Materials)
KA thanked everyone who worked on the Bylaw review and membership documents by meeting
with her 1:1 or in groups - this year and last year!

Bylaws
KA shared that the Bylaws group met twice, in November and January, with Jen and Richard as
well as Cathy and JR. In the first meeting we identified questions and concerns, as well as areas of
confusion, as new members, longtime members, and newer staff. We put all our added language
ideas in the Draft Language Document (in shared folder)- most of the edits involve cross
referencing (ie something is in Bylaws but not Policies and Procedures, now has a note in Policies
that says see Bylaws) and writing down existing practices such as first to 5 and exit interviews. We
also added the position descriptions under membership expectations, that the co-chairs from last
year created. Finally, a few things were newly added, a grievance process that reflects code and a
bit of what has been discussed but not put into action and additional information about resignation
and removal. KA asked for questions, Jenny clarified about new materials vs referencing other
materials.

The Plan for this group is to meet again in February to finalize these proposals - please take time to
review the materials if you haven’t already and add your comments in Suggest Mode (KA
demonstrated how to change a document to suggest mode) or tell KA you want to meet in March
and she will prioritize your attendance in scheduling. We WILL be approving them in the March
meeting. If you have concerns about these things PLEASE attend the next meeting or meet with KA
if you can’t attend.

KA also noted that questions about Subcommittee structure have come up and, while we have
added some practices ie choosing topics at the retreat, some on what they do is kept vague as it is
up to the CIC. FYI there’s nothing in the bylaws that require a 1 year cycle, subcommittees can
choose to work on things for more than one year and just provide an update to the Board on their
work- SUbcommittees are discussing and encouraged to discuss whether a 1 or 2 year model is
best for your work!

Membership
Most of the membership materials are the same, just some updates from last year and working to
make the materials more of a Template so we don’t have to translate all the documents every year.
KA thanks everyone who had reviewed the materials on the shared drive and provided edits!

KA shared her screen with the draft Application - again most changes were to make it more of a
template with the initial info on one page, questions on page 2, standard question on page 3, and

https://cure-pdx.org/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UaTmeQRO0DSHHo--86otUkDmGwGN9-Qx?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fXMYm4g34QcCmS7sUJr-fvo_fkzTQ0-qvOh1G_vmOfo/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16LVBhsy9dRmBw0H2d5lGuUAQSVsWLT8ZCSnqPH2nZf4/edit?usp=drive_link


demographics on page 4. In the questions KA had tied each question to the point(s) on the scoring
criteria that related to the question. The one big change was combining former question #2 with
former #3 as they addressed the same points. (2. Describe a time you were part of a group working
towards a common goal. What were your contributions and how did you grow with that
experience?). KA sked if there were any questions or concerns - none.

KA shared the New Scoring Criteria edits - these are mostly holdovers from last year’s team as well
as some wording updates. The main update is adding one more point to “The applicant expresses has
experience as a client of Multnomah County’s programs and services. 2 points for engagement with services
- providing feedback, volunteering, and/or serving in an advisory capacity, etc. “ - 1 point for awareness of
services and no points for no awareness. KA asked for any questions, none shared though Jenny added a
spelling edit to another question. In addition we added expansive language to the marginalized community of
“including but not limited to” and adding unhoused to the list. KA asked for questions/concerns.

KA shared next steps are to translate the application and add them to the website. Members are expected to
help with outreach by contacting their communities and sharing the flier. Everything will be translated into
Spanish, Vietnamese, Russian, Somali, Simplified Chinese, and Modern Standard Arabic - please send KA
any additional languages either in the chat or tomorrow! We can get more translations at any time, but it is
easier to start with ones we know we will need. Jen asked if the COunty provides interpretations for meetings
if needed, KA said yes it is available should someone need and request it, though the details would have to
be worked out specific to this group.

KA shared that folks will be needed to review applications and do interviews, and to reach out to KA if either
of those roles interest you or you’d like to learn more. Richard shared about his experience doing both roles-
he shared that reviewing the applications is pretty easy and interviews are fun and interesting to meet
people. KA will send out more info closer to. She shared we will also have an outreach plan for District 1
since we need representation in that district- Ta’ Neshia asked for clarification in the districts and Jenny
described D1 while KA dropped a link to a map in the chat.
KA also invited folks to review the website pages (and thanks those who have already!). Lung Wah asked if
his bio can be edited- KA shared anyone’s bio can be edited any time, just let her know!

KA asked for a vote on these materials:

Application update: APPROVED in Chat
Scoring Criteria Updates: APPROVED in Chat

Public Comment

No public comment.

Closing

Brian thanks everyone for their time and work on the CIC today.
Next Steps:

- FITCOG on January 18th

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15Ifam_oKQwN6r48Q5Y6MFM4xF7r13k44e06Tn6JUiYo/edit


Brian asked for other announcements, no others made. Brian confirmed
Subcommittees are all scheduled for the next month.

Jenny invited folks to share any appreciations or things to do differently now or via
email to the Co-Chairs to KA.

- Jenny shared appreciation for everyone who has put time into the Bylaws and
other documents

- Brian R. thanked KA for getting the Commissioner to attend and share

Brian O thanked everyone and we will see you at the next meeting in March!

Agreements Final Draft:

Community Agreements FY24

● Acknowledge intent, address impact
● Listen to understand; pause; think intentionally about what you want to say before

sharing
● What is said here stays, what is learned here leaves
● Speak from your own experience and prioritize using “I” statements
● Consider earned/unearned privileges that inform lived experiences
● Be willing to make mistakes and be accountable for missteps
● Move up, move back - elevate your participation, elevate your reflection
● Accept and make space for different participation levels and styles
● Take breaks and prioritize what you need to be fully present
● Celebrate accomplishments
● Conversation, not debate
● Call each other in- use oops/ouch if helpful

Meeting Expectations

● Come to meetings prepared to participate



● Please let the Committee know if you will not be able to attend CIC meetings (it is
assumed that Committee members will attend meetings unless they say
otherwise).

Zoom Transcript:

8:13:50 From Jenny Shadley :
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pKW2-8SKx00iBzb5s4fJtU_CPwEVxgeR/view
18:31:45 From Patrick : May I ask how you advertise the coffees/etc?
18:32:08 From Layan Ammouri : Usually through our monthly newsletter and social
media
18:33:19 From Richard : Layan could you post the links please
18:34:11 From Layan Ammouri : You can find more information on the common app here:
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://datasmart.hks.harvard.edu/easier-access-benefits-
east-multnomah&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1705462434918316&usg=AOvVaw1ngl2A_vZiOkKO3vDbqq69
18:35:36 From Layan Ammouri : layan.ammouri@multco.us if anyone has questions about
anything!
18:44:01 From Patrick : Cultivate initiatives is a great organization
18:46:01 From Patrick : 3% is a lot… may I ask how many in the last 10 years have
had constraints?
18:51:54 From Layan Ammouri : Budget info- https://www.multco.us/budget,
https://www.multco.us/budget/multco-budget-bulletins (not updates yet)
19:07:03 From Layan Ammouri : https://mlf.org/
19:08:07 From Jen Mair (she/her) : Thank you Commissioner Stegmann!
19:08:17 From diego martinez : Thank you!!
19:08:24 From Lori Stegmann, Multco Comm, She/Her/Hers : Thank you all so much!
19:08:39 From Lori Stegmann, Multco Comm, She/Her/Hers : Have a great evening.
19:08:44 From Layan Ammouri : Thank you all!
19:09:03 From Community Involvement : Break until 7:13!
19:12:37 From Patrick to Community Involvement(Direct Message) : My battery is
dying fast. If I crash out that is why
19:14:30 From Community Involvement to Patrick(Direct Message) : Oh no! no
worries Patrick please take care of yourself and your battery!
19:14:37 From Patrick to Community Involvement(Direct Message) : Thanks
19:14:43 From Patrick to Community Involvement(Direct Message) : I will stay till
I cant
19:14:47 From Community Involvement to Patrick(Direct Message) : Reacted to "I
will stay till I c..." with ❤
19:20:42 From Patrick : Cure-PDX. org? Have we spoke to them?
19:20:43 From Community Involvement : They have a few dashboards:
https://www.mcda.us/index.php/data-dashboards



19:25:26 From abtrophy : Thank you Jenny for covering sorry about that =/
19:25:34 From Patrick : 5% battery life. Gonna go… thank you all!
19:27:20 From Richard to Community Involvement(Direct Message) : Yes please
19:34:49 From Jenny Shadley : I love that!
19:36:17 From Community Involvement :
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16LVBhsy9dRmBw0H2d5lGuUAQSVsWLT8ZCSnqPH2nZf4/edit
19:43:12 From Jen Mair (she/her) : I like the changes proposed
19:43:28 From Ta’ Neshia Renae : I feel comfortable moving forward
19:43:33 From Community Involvement :
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15Ifam_oKQwN6r48Q5Y6MFM4xF7r13k44e06Tn6JUiYo/edit
19:43:42 From Richard to Community Involvement(Direct Message) : Looks good
19:44:03 From Ta’ Neshia Renae : It is kind of scary out there. Made it safe, good
to see everyone
19:44:03 From diego martinez : I like the changes as well
19:44:29 From Lung Wah : Reacted to "It is kind of scary ..." with 👍
19:44:57 From Richard : 5
19:44:59 From Jenny Shadley : Reacted to "It is kind of scary ..." with 👍
19:45:03 From Jenny Shadley : 5
19:45:08 From Brian He/Him : 5
19:45:13 From Lung Wah : 5
19:45:13 From Brian Romer : 5
19:45:41 From Community Involvement : Application 0-5
19:45:41 From Ta’ Neshia Renae : 5
19:45:48 From Brian Romer : 5
19:45:49 From Jenny Shadley : 5
19:45:50 From Richard : 5
19:45:51 From Brian He/Him : 5
19:45:52 From Lung Wah : 5
19:45:53 From diego martinez : 5
19:45:53 From Ta’ Neshia Renae : 5
19:45:53 From Jen Mair (she/her) : 5
19:46:12 From abtrophy : thanks jen lol
19:46:21 From abtrophy : jenny*
19:46:36 From Jen Mair (she/her) : Impressive!
19:48:47 From Jenny Shadley : Reacted to "thanks jen lol" with ❤
19:50:57 From Ta’ Neshia Renae : Where is district 1?
19:51:00 From Jenny Shadley : Thank you to folks who did all there reading and
editing!!
19:51:03 From Ta’ Neshia Renae : Sorry for the late question
19:51:30 From Community Involvement : here's a map!
https://www.multco.us/multnomah-county/find-your-multnomah-county-district
19:51:45 From Ta’ Neshia Renae : Thank you
19:51:54 From Community Involvement : Commissioner Meieran is the Commissioner for
D1, and has been in touch with JR about recruitment for her district 🙂
19:53:10 From Community Involvement : I think it's March 19th... but you will get
it in the notes and reminders!



19:53:36 From Jen Mair (she/her) : Thanks Jenny and Brian for a good meeting!
19:53:41 From Community Involvement : Reacted to "Thanks Jenny and Bri..." with ❤
19:53:45 From Brian He/Him : Reacted to "Thanks Jenny and Bri..." with ❤
19:53:49 From diego martinez : Reacted to "Thanks Jenny and Bri..." with ❤
19:53:55 From abtrophy : Thank you Jenny and Brian for facilitating tonight.
Appreciate the time checking
19:54:02 From Community Involvement : Reacted to "Thank you Jenny and ..." with ❤


